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ABSTRACT
The master’s thesis concerns with the design of a distance measurement module destined
for a MiroSot-category soccer robot. The module accepts data outputted by a sensor
unit developed on Department of Control and Instrumentation and uses it to determine
the ball position. Utilization of a neural network and a simplified Hough transform for
ball finding is discussed.
The thesis describes auxiliary implementations in MATLAB and C#.NET environments
as well as the main implementation for digital signal controller Freescale MC56F8013.
The resulting module meets requirements of the submission and is fully functional.
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ABSTRAKT
Diplomová práce se zabývá vývojem dálkoměrného modulu určeného pro rozšíření sen-
zorické výbavy fotbalového robotu kategorie MiroSot. Tento modul na vstupu přijímá
data ze senzorické jednotky vyvinuté na Ústavu automatizace a měřicí techniky a z
těchto dat extrahuje polohu míčku. Je srovnáno využití neuronové sítě a zjednodušené
Houghovy transformace pro získání polohy těžiště míčku.
V práci je popsána pomocná implementace funkcionality v prostředích MATLAB a
C#.NET i hlavní implementace pro signálový mikrokontrolér Freescale MC56F8013.
Výsledný modul splňuje nároky zadání a je plně funkční.
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Introduction
The progress made in the robotic development has gained a lot from attempts to
play human games. Some of them are quite suitable for application of the artificial
technologies (e.g. chess and other logical games where the machine is already capable
of beating the best human players), but most of the games are very difficult to play
for non-human players.
Soccer is said to be the most popular game in the world as played by diverse
cultures on all continents. Furthermore, it is an ideal game to research cooperation
among different engineering disciplines including artificial intelligence (team strate-
gy, game progress prediction, robot path planning etc.), dynamic system control or
a wide spectrum of hardware-related techniques. The aim is to develop a team of
fully autonomous humanoid robots that can play and win against the human world
champion soccer team by the year 2050.
But year 2050 is far ahead for the present and the technology that would make
such match even possible still waits for its invention. In the meantime, simplified
scenarios can be employed to facilitate further development of technologies that are
already usable. MiroSot and other robot-soccer categories managed by FIRA pursue
this aim on various levels. There is a broad range of development possibilities —
in categories, where the hardware construction is already mastered, higher artificial
intelligence algorithms can be tested; on the other hand, categories as HuroSot are
still at the beginning of the robot player design and new approaches are welcome.
The goal of this thesis is to design and implement a module that would form
a smart interface / layer between the optical distance sensor unit and the new-
generation MiroSot soccer robot, both recently developed in the Department of
Control and Instrumentation at FEEC BUT. The module should provide the robot
with results of real-time distance data processing with the aim of useful information
extraction from the raw data.
The thesis tries to compare two different approaches to the solution of the prob-
lem. The first one is utilization of a neural network trained using either generated
or real data; the second one exploits a discrete algorithm — the simplified Hough
transform. These methods are first implemented in the MATLAB environment for
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its inherent rapid development support. Tuned functionality is then transferred to
a C#.NET application for easy testing on real-data and performance comparisons.
The last step is to employ the digital signal processing (DSP) platform that
provides enough computational power for the real-time processing in a small package
embeddable into the soccer robot. Aspects of algorithms optimization needed to
achieve the highest possible processing speed are introduced as well as the circuitry
needed to run the resulting code.
Throughout the thesis there are described several experiments that were per-
formed first to identify parameters of the sensor unit and nature of outputted data
and then to verify functionality of the developed module.
Required features of the module
The submission of this thesis formulates detailed goals that should be achieved:
 familiarize with the MiroSot soccer robot platform and near objects localiza-
tion possibilities
 verify optical reflective sensor unit parameters (range, linearity, resolution,
obstacle surface influence, sampling frequency, disturbances)
 modify or extend the sensor unit to integrate with the soccer robot; real-
time data processing (including object detection) is expected to be realized on
a DSP-class platform
 build the module and verify its parameters and compatibility with the soccer
robot platform
On the other hand, the submission does not specify concrete means that should
be used to achieve the target functionality (except the general DSP platform). The
realization instruments will be thus chosen on the basis of personal experience and
skills with particular DSP families.
11
Chapter 1
Robotic soccer
The history of robotic soccer began in 1995 when the first robot-soccer match was
held. One year later, the first international championship took place in Korea where
the robot soccer also originates from.
The FIRA organization (Federation of International Robot-soccer Association)
founded in 1997 to institutionalize holding of robot soccer competitions currently
features these robotic soccer categories [3]:
 HuroCup — Humanoid Robot World Cup Soccer Tournament
 AmireSot — Autonomous Minirobots for Research and Edutainment Robot
Soccer Tournament
 MiroSot — Micro Robot World Cup Soccer Tournament
 NaroSot — Nano Robot World Cup Soccer Tournament
 AndroSot — Android Soccer Tournament
 RoboSot — Robot World Cup Soccer Tournament
 SimuroSot — Simulated Robot Soccer Tournament
Almost all categories were accompanied by their Single mutations — S-HuroSot,
S-MiroSot etc. — where the team was built by only one player; the FIRA website
does not mention these mutations any more. Each category is usually divided into
several leagues according to the total number of robots forming a team. Slightly
different rules can be applied to each league, e.g. the MiroSot Large League is not
limited to one camera per team.
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Fig. 1.1: Typical setup of a MiroSot soccer match [11]
1.1 The MiroSot category
MiroSot is probably the most widespread and popular robotic soccer category. As
mentioned, the category divides into two leagues:
 Middle League — seven robots per team, playground size 280× 220 cm
 Large League — eleven robots per team, playground size 440× 280 cm
Both leagues have common rules applying to the robot and slightly differ in game
flow details. The robot must be smaller than a cube with the edge length of 7.5 cm
not including the antenna and can be equipped with arms, legs etc. (these must
comply with the size restrictions in all working positions). The weight of the robot
is limited by 650 g. The robot must not have other than wireless communicational
interaction with the host computer. It must also contain all devices needed to
operate the robot, including the power source.
The ball used is an orange golf ball with diameter of 42.7 millimeters and weight
of 46 grams. The playground is black and should be illuminated by a diffuse and
evenly distributed light creating the illuminance of minimally 500Lux anywhere on
the playground.
There is also a limitation of the team’s control equipment — the whole equipment
should fit on a table sized 120× 80 cm. In Middle League, only one camera per team
may be used (not applying to the Large League).
1.2 RoBohemia MiroSot extension
RoBohemia team from the Department of Control and Instrumentation at FEEC
BUT has a long tradition in playing robotic soccer. As the first Czech robot-soccer
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team it won the European championship in years 2001 and 2002 and more or less
successfully took part in about ten other competitions (all in the MiroSot category).
However, since the last participation in 2006 the development became rather stag-
nant and the team suspended its activities. This thesis is a part of recent effort to
resurrect it.
It has been decided that the soccer robots will be used also for purposes other
than FIRA competitions — because of it, extended versions of the robots will not
have to obey weight and size restrictions of the MiroSot category. The basic platform
should still remain MiroSot-compatible.
14
Chapter 2
Soccer robot architecture
To provide a technical introduction into the world of MiroSot robots, development
of the RoBohemia soccer solution in time will be briefly given.
2.1 Preceding RoBohemia MiroSot generations
Until now, two generations of the hardware construction have been completed by
the RoBohemia team. Design of the new third generation is being finished at the
time of writing of this thesis; all three generations will be briefly described.
2.1.1 First-generation robots
The first generation of robots firstly came into the world in 2000, the year of the
establishment of the RoBohemia robotic soccer team.
The mechanical construction consists of two side plates screwed together with
the front and back plate (there is a window for replacing the accu pack in one of
them). Each side plate holds one Faulhaber motor-gear assembly and a wheel, the
accu pack is placed above the motors. The complete circuitry is held by four spacer
columns and connected to the motors by flat cables.
The electronic design conforms to the then possibilities:
 8-bit Motorola HC11 microcontroller used
 program written in assembler due to a small program memory (only 1 kB)
 motor control executed by a specialized integrated circuit LM629, which im-
plements a complete closed-loop DC motor controller
 DIP and power switches placed in an impractical manner, hard to operate
when assembled
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2.1.2 Second-generation robots
Whereas the second generation introduced nearly no changed in the mechanical
construction (except for the new motors — Maxon M021060A), the circuitry has
been completely redesigned:
 powered by a 16-bit Motorola HCS12
 larger program memory allowed to write the program in C
 motor controllers newly implemented by firmware (a L298 dual full-bridge
driver used to boost the power output)
 improved component placement to simplify handling
 added LEDs indicating power state and bad packets reception
While these changes addressed a lot of pending issues, some new problems ap-
peared:
 the printed circuit board design contains several mistakes that had to be man-
ually corrected on each piece of the PCB
Fig. 2.1: Photo of the first-generation robot [11]
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 there is continually too small number of state-displaying LEDs and the state
is observable from limited angles
 the robot has lower surface adhesion and worse dynamical behavior compared
to present competitors’ robots
2.2 New MiroSot robot hardware design
This chapter describes the currently designed MiroSot soccer robot generation. The
design comprises of two interlaced parts: the mechanical and the electrical construc-
tion. Each one must be projected with respect to needs of the other and the robot
will perform well only in case of their seamless integration.
2.2.1 Wireless communication
The commands from the master computer are sent to the robots wirelessly; by now
license-free, simplex modules Radiometrix BIM-433F were used. Due to obsolescence
Fig. 2.2: Photo of the second-generation robot [11]
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of this solution, the RoBohemia team has decided to switch to a new technology
that will allow both duplex communication and possibility of other topologies than
the usual star1. The new-generation circuitry is prepared to be used XBee, ZigBit
or Nordic RF modules.
2.2.2 Sensory equipment
The main sensor of the whole robotic system is a digital 100Hz camera placed over
the playground whose output is processed by complex computer vision algorithms
and extracted data are used for game play control. The vision system is very complex
and will not be discussed here; please see [10] for reference.
Basic functionality of the robot is provided using following sensors:
 incremental rotary encoders (IRCs) on both wheels — needed for wheel speed
control
 dual axis accelerometer — useful for robot state estimation
 DIP switch — used to quickly select robot’s logical address
To help the robot perform actions ordered by the master game-playing system or
to utilize the robot in a non-soccer scenario, broad range of sensors can be utilized
using the expansion slot:
 small on-board camera — increasing availability of digital signal processors
capable of real-time on-chip image processing allows to exploit such a system
to this sized robots
 laser-based odometric sensor — working on a principle similar to the computer
mouse and producing correct position updates also in the case of robot slippage
 inertial measurement unit — another position estimation device that could
augment IRC readings
 infrared sensor array — range finder operating at higher sampling frequency
than the master computer vision allowing e.g. to track the ball more precisely
than the vision is capable — subject of this thesis
1The extended robots are planned to be used in research of advanced multi-body systems with
intelligent agents interconnected through a wireless mesh network.
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2.2.3 Motors
As already noted, Maxon M021060A DC motors with magnetic encoders were moun-
ted in the second-generation robots. However, the new generation of the robot is
projected to use Faulhaber eM2224 006 SR motors with integrated encoders (512
pulses per evolution). It will produce a benefit in the form of smaller space occupied
by the drives. The new motors have output power of 4.55W at 6V input voltage.
2.2.4 Motor controllers
The new approach to the robot circuitry design features a separate power circuit for
each motor formed by the MC33887 Integrated H-bridge with load current feedback
[8] in the HSOP-20 package. A power-saving mode can be easily implemented using
the built-in enable input of the MC33887 H-bridge. According to the datasheet,
providing a logical 0 to this input allows to decrease the current draw of the H-
bridge to less than 50µA.
2.2.5 Power source
Type of the power source determines some of its important parameters — both
electrical (maximum current, operational period etc.) and mechanical (weight, size).
While there is a need of frequent utilization of the robot, it would be impractical to
exploit primary cells. There are a few suitable secondary cell (accumulator) types:
 NiCd — nickel-cadmium battery — quite old but proven technology, easy to
use and charge. The cells have a nominal voltage of 1.2V and can supply high
currents. However, the energy density is relatively low — about 50Wh/kg.
 NiMH — nickel-metal hydride battery — similar to NiCd but with approxi-
mately double energy density and half cycle durability.
 Li-ion — lithium-ion battery — modern technology that experienced a boom
in last years. The cells have a nominal voltage of 3.6 / 3.7V and nowadays
can supply even currents of 10 C2. Li-ion cells exceed in the energy density —
about 150 Wh/kg. But the use of these cells is not as easy — when mishandled
it can even explode.
 Li-Pol — lithium-ion polymer battery — technology evolved from Li-ion bat-
teries. Offers as much as 200 Wh/kg but slightly lower cycle durability. The
biggest drawback is its sensitivity to improper handling (even higher than
sensitivity of the Li-ion cells).
2multiple of nominal capacity
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 𝐿𝑖𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 — lithium iron phosphate battery — another flavor of lithium-ion
technology with lower energy density (max 120Wh/kg). On the other hand,
it offers improved safety, lifetime and lower environmental impact.
Nickel-Cadmium cells used to power the second-generation robots have been tem-
porarily superseded by 14500-size Li-ion cells, which provide much higher capacity
in the same volume but are much more sensitive to mechanical stress. It is also not
easy to obtain Li-X cells whose proportions conform to the available space — this
theme will be probably opened again.
2.2.6 Mechanical construction
The rules of the MiroSot category specify maximal size of the robot — it must be
smaller then 7.5 cm× 7.5 cm× 7.5 cm excluding the antenna; this restriction will be
abided to preserve MiroSot compatibility of the chassis. In order to achieve the best
combination of manoeuvrability and traction, differential chassis with two driven
wheels on the sides and sliders in front and at the back of the robot is mostly used.
The body (frame, chassis) of the robot should be designed to fit several needs:
 stiffness — the robot must withstand “rough handling” without damage nei-
ther of the frame nor of the on-board electronics
 balance — the center of gravity should lie as low as possible to assure good
stability of the robot
 spaciousness — there must be enough space to mount the motors, batteries,
sensors, circuitry etc. inside the frame
 ease of use — it should be easy to change the accu pack and fix casual problems
Compared to the previous-generation mechanical design, the new construction
will bring a number of changes:
 while the preceding robots were designed as double-sided, the new robot will
not be (because of the single ball sensor)
 housing of the newly used, smaller Faulhaber gear motors will enlarge the accu
pack space
 brass base plate is considered to be used to lower the center of gravity position
and improve driving characteristics
The whole mechanical construction has to be easily manufacturable and assem-
blable in quantities about 20 pieces. Cooperation with Faculty of Mechanical Engi-
neering is considered for the development of the new chassis.
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2.3 Possibilities of near objects localization
The best overview of the situation around a particular robot can be extracted from
the computer vision system. However, there are two factors that restrict usability
of vision data: relative low accuracy (due to limited image resolution) and for some
applications also too low maximal sampling frequency. One of such applications is
the motivation that led to development of the sensor unit described in Chapter 3
and consequent development introduced by this thesis — the fact that the master
vision system is in some cases unable to control the robot movement to guide the
ball without loosing it.
When the “external” methods (represented by the master vision) are not a suit-
able solution, on-board sensors have to be used. These can take form of a miniature
camera supplemented by an embedded image processing system or some kind of
proximity sensors. A small camera would however mitigate only the accuracy lim-
itation: it is unlikely that such device would achieve higher frame rates than the
100Hz master camera.
Proximity sensors (range finder) work usually on one of the following principles:
 tactile sensors need direct contact with the obstacle; such sensors produce
generally only binary output: path clear × obstacle in way
 light-based sensors can utilize either reflective or time-of-flight method and
work most frequently in the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum
– reflective range finders are simplest —measured quantity is either amount
of returned light radiation (reading dependent on obstacle surface) or
angle of the reflected light beam
– time-of-flight method measures the time for that a light beam travels to
an obstacle and back; distance is computed from the known speed of light
 acoustic sensors usually exploit the time-of-flight principle in ultrasonic band
that works similarly as for the light sensors; the calculation then uses speed
of sound instead of the speed of light
A multi-channel sensor can be built by stacking of more individual sensors. Out-
put of such devices can be processed using instruments of artificial intelligence, as
the thesis shows.
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Chapter 3
Optical distance sensor unit
For specific use on the MiroSot robot, an optical sensor unit with eight infrared
range finders was recently developed on the Department of Control and Instrumen-
tation. Its data output frequency is 1250Hz (the sampling frequency is even higher,
10 kHz), twelve times more than the master computer vision. This allows to build
a responsive ball-holding controller — the only concern is to extract the ball position
(and generally also positions of other robots). This subject is thoroughly covered in
Chapter 5 Object finding algorithms.
Used IR range finders work on the principle of sending a light beam and measur-
ing the amount of light reflected and returned back to the unit. While this method
excels in simplicity, it also brings several drawbacks — most significantly, the output
signal is dependent on surface parameters of the ranged object. While in a general
situation (where the object parameters are unknown) this would cause large uncer-
tainties in range values, it is not a big issue in the case of robotic soccer. The object
detector is supposed to operate as a supplement to the master vision system and
can receive some kind of hints.
(a) Top view (b) Bottom view
Fig. 3.1: The reflective optical distance sensor unit
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Fig. 3.2: IR sensor distance-voltage transfer characteristics [2]
3.1 Hardware description
As already noted, the unit disposes of eight infrared reflective range finder units,
concretely HSDL-9100 [2] by Avago Technologies (formerly Agilent Semiconductor).
Its transfer characteristics for a reference Kodak gray card with 18% reflectivity is
depicted on Figure 3.2 and is clearly not uniquely invertible. In other words, output
value for two different distances can be identical. The peak value of the function
corresponds to distance of approximately 5mm — to use only the right part of the
characteristic, the sensor unit should be mechanically attached in a way providing
the measured object will not be closer.
Excitation of the IR transmitter and subsequent measurement of the response
on the IR receiver as well as the communication with the outer world is done by
a MSP430-family microcontroller. The mentioned 10 kHz is the frequency of one
complete scan as described in Algorithm 3.1 on lines 3 to 6. To reduce the noise,
eight subsequent scans are averaged into one measurement packet that is sent out
of the sensor unit (as Section 3.3 Communication presents).
Due to limitations given by the used microcontroller, small size of the unit and
two-layer PCB, only two of eight IR channels are activated independently — the
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other channels transmission is driven in pairs (channel 1 is switched together with
channel 6, similarly work channels 2&7 and 3&8). This asymetricity results in
slightly different readings from channels driven separately and the other ones.
3.2 Measurement procedure
The process of gathering data for one data frame follows the Algorithm 3.1. The
inner cycle is driven by ADC and timer interrupts and takes care both of generating
pulses that drive individual IR transmitters and sampling the values outputted by
IR receivers. The outer cycle sums channel data to accumulators — at the end
a mean value is computed efficiently by using bit-shifting (this is why the number
of outer iterations must be a power of two — currently 8 = 23). The mean values
are then transmitted to the SPI bus using frame format described below.
3.3 Communication
The communication subsystem allows to transmit measured data at half sampling
speed (5 kHz). This has been verified using a logic analyzer as Figure 3.3 depicts
(positions of cursors are approximate which causes the frequency measurement er-
ror). The sensor unit acts as the master of the communication and it delivers the
measurement data without any polling from the data consumers (it pushes the data
to the bus even when there is no listener).
3.3.1 SPI protocol
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is a synchronous full-duplex data bus standard.
The addressing is done by separate logical signals (SS - Slave Select) issued by the
Algorithm 3.1 Single data gathering
1: 𝑎𝑐𝑐[𝑎𝑙𝑙]← 0; {reset channel value accumulators}
2: for 𝑖 = 1→ 8 do
3: for 𝑐ℎ = 1→ 8 do
4: {generate pulse on channel 𝑐ℎ}
5: 𝑎𝑐𝑐[𝑐ℎ]← 𝑎𝑐𝑐[𝑐ℎ] + 𝐴𝐷𝐶[𝑐ℎ]; {add the ADC sample to the accumulator}
6: end for
7: end for
8: 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎← (𝑎𝑐𝑐 >> 3);
9: {transmit 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 in 17 bytes}
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Fig. 3.3: SPI bus usage
master that select propriate slaves for communication. In a minimal configuration
with one slave, three data signals are used:
 MOSI (Master Output, Slave Input) — data output from the master
 MISO (Master Input, Slave Output) — data output from the slave
 SCLK (Serial Clock) — clock signal generated by the master
In the case of a single slave device, the SS signal is not needed — the slave can
be selected continually. However, this can lead to problems with bit synchronization
as discussed below.
The SPI data frame format used by the sensor unit is shown on Figure 3.4.
Because each channel range value is expressed as an unsigned 12-bit integer, the
value has to be spread to more data bytes. The current approach encodes the
values to two bytes; to safely distinguish the frame start (marked by a null byte)
from a data byte, every data byte has its least significant bit set to one. Without
this arrangement, low channel values with zero high byte would cause frame start
synchronization problems.
Aside the data-flag bits, there are two more bits in each data word that do not
carry any useful information (are set to zero). If needed, the protocol could be
modified to be more efficient by encoding the values using also these two bits — it
is needed to transmit 12 · 8 = 96 bits. Providing each data byte can hold 7 bits,
only 14 bytes are needed. This means circa 12% saving of communication time.
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Fig. 3.4: Communication protocol of the sensor unit
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Chapter 4
Distance sensor parameter
identification
The first step in the process of sensor data processing is identification of basic at-
tributes of the data — range of the values, noise parameters, transfer characteristics
between the measured and the output quantities etc.
A data visualizer/logger has been implemented in C#.NET to verify data com-
ing from the sensor and tune object finding algorithms using real data. It uses
SPI→USB converter to read the raw sensor data through a virtual COM port. As
Figure 4.1 shows, the user interface consists of several sections:
 readings panel can display both raw and linearized values of separate ranging
channels
 batch measurement section enables simplified gathering of data — it allows to
set number of samples that are taken in equidistant points; he result can be
then exported to a MATLAB .mat file
 linearization coefficients can be set separately for each channel
 the smart module can be connected through a serial port and its output com-
pared to results of software implementations
 ball detector output renders sensor data as well as the computed position of
the ball to a 2D plane; black circle is the output of the neural detector, red
circles are found by Hough detector (the dotted ones are refused candidates)
and blue circle is output of the smart module
Using this tool simplifies the process of gathering data for identification pur-
poses, minimizes risks of data degradation and provides a simple way to test the
linearization and object detection algorithms before starting to implement them to
a DSP/DSC.
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Fig. 4.1: Data visualization/logging tool
4.1 Measurement range verification
The range was tested using a dull white board (a part of the playground barrier)
in the role of the ranged obstacle — the white color has been selected as reference
color (the influence of object surface parameters is discussed in Section 4.3 Object
surface type impact). It has been found that the raw data do not use the whole
range <0; 4095> of a 12-bit unsigned integer — maximal values reach approximately
3600.
Hundred raw values for each distance from 0mm to 100mm was acquired to
verify top measurable distance; mean values of these data are plotted on Figure 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2: Mean values of the raw data for different distances
Data vector plotted at distance of 200mm are values measured for an open view of
the sensor (“infinite” distance). It is apparent that the area below 50mm gives best
resolution and values for distances over 100mm are already very close to "infinite"
distance values. This result agrees with HSDL-9100 datasheet that states object
detection range up to 60mm.
4.2 Uncertainties and measurement noise
The data described in preceding section were used also to determine noise properties
of each of the eight channels. Variance of values has been chosen to represent the
noise level.
From Figure 4.3 and Figure A.3 is clearly visible that the noise varies strongly
with channel number. Distinctively higher noise in channels 2 and 3 is caused by the
fact that the signals are routed on the PCB above the SPI routes. High-frequency,
sharp-edged SPI signals cause the noise mostly by capacitive coupling to the analog
signals.
Remarkable is also the huge peak in noise level for the distance of 8mm (see
Figure 4.4). This is probably caused by bit structure of number values respective to
this area of obstacle distances — compared to the other distances, binary represen-
tation of these distance readings embodies the most frequent alternations between
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Fig. 4.3: Variance of sensor data values
logical zeros and ones. The more alternations per reading, the higher is the average
frequency of the MOSI signal and the higher is the coupled noise level.
Noise characteristics could be improved by PCB redesign, e.g. by using a four-
layer PCB with dedicated GND and VCC layers instead of the current two-layer
PCB. Without PCB redesign, a simple partial solution would be to decrease the
SPI communication speed — Figure 3.3 shows that even four times lower speed
would satisfy the current data throughput.
4.3 Object surface type impact
Because the HSDL-9100 infrared range finder employed in each of the eight sensor
unit channels works on reflective principle, output value is largely dependent on
surface parameters of the ranged obstacle1. Unfortunately, response to the stan-
dard orange ball differs substantially from the reference white material used for the
playground barrier.
Four different surfaces were analyzed and their response in dependence on dis-
tance has been visualized on Figure 4.5:
 the dull white board material from the barrier was the best reflector
1Time-of-flight method would have to be employed to avoid this dependence.
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 the same white board, but a dirty part of it was very close to the clean one
 a random dark brown board (almost black, but rather polished) performed
even better than the ball
 the standard orange ball exhibited the worst reflectivity, which is probably
caused by the characteristic golf-ball surface full of small dish-like pits
The result is that the sensor will be calibrated for a single surface type (of the
ball) and will provide relevant data only for objects of similar surface characteristics.
There is although a second way — to cooperate with the vision system that would
estimate object types lying in front of the robot and the smart module would apply
linearization coefficients of different surface types to estimated channel “sections”.
While this approach would lead to ability of the module to accurately track different
object types, it would notably lower its robustness and autonomy.
4.4 Linearization
Several types of approximation curves were tested to fit the distance readings. Best
results were observed for a power function given by following equation:
𝑑𝑚𝑚 = 𝑐1 · (𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤)𝑐2 (4.1)
where 𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤 is the raw reading from the sensor, 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are characteristic con-
stants and 𝑑𝑚𝑚 is computed distance in millimeters.
The constants are characteristic for each surface type and further for each sensor
channel; a MATLAB script has been done that takes a data set recorded by the
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.NET visualizing tool and determines coefficient values for the data set. Raw data
described in previous sections were used also for the reference linearization. The
linearization was done both for the complete data set including values corresponding
to the “infinite” distance and for data set without these values. It has been found
that the fit in the most useful region up to 100mm is better for the latter one.
Functionality from the Curve Fitting Toolbox is used, namely function fit set
up for power1 fit type2 and function coeffvalues to extract desired values:
1 ft = fittype('power1 ');
2 % do the fit for every sensor
3 for i = 1:sens
4 cf = fit(means(:, i), dist ', ft);
5 coeffs(i, :) = coeffvalues(cf);
6 end
Coefficients gained by this procedure are consequently saved to a MAT file:
1 save 'coeffs.mat' coeffs;
To check how the linearization succeeded, original data are fed to the linearization
term that uses newly computed coefficients and the result is plotted:
1 for i = 1:sens
2 % y = a*x^b
3 vals(:, i) = coeffs(i, 1) .* (means(:, i) .^ coeffs(i, 2));
4 end
5 bar3(dist , vals);
2Complete list of supported fit types can be acquired by executing command cflibhelp.
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Figure 4.6 shows that the linearized trends are not far from straight lines. Dis-
cussed influence of “infinite” data included to the linearization data set is captured
on Figure A.4.
The linearization functionality in the C#.NET visualizing tool is performed by
function Convert. It accepts three parameters: the raw value to be converted and
two constants that differ for each channel. The raw reading is first clipped to the
expected range (this is not necessary but common in defensive programming) and
then processed using Equation 4.1.
1 private int Convert(int value , decimal const1 , decimal const2)
2 {
3 if (value > 4096) value = 4096;
4 if (value < 1) value = 1;
5
6 int result = (int) Math.Round ((( double) const1) *
7 Math.Pow(value , (double) const2));
The resulting distance in millimeters is saturated again — this operation is non-
optional as the value will be consequently scaled for use in the neural network (this
subject is covered below in Subsection 5.1.2 C#.NET implementation). Then the
value can be returned.
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Fig. 4.7: Raw readings dependence on voltage, brown board
1 if (result > distLimit) result = (int) Math.Round(distLimit);
2 if (result < 0) result = 0;
3
4 return result;
5 }
4.5 Susceptibility to disturbances
The sensor unit was subjected to a voltage variance test when the supply voltage was
altered within the range of <5± 10%>V safe for sensor unit operation. The output
values were observed for two distances to an obstacle formed by a brown board
mentioned above; the result is shown on Figure 4.7. For the distance of 10mm, the
variance takes the value of approx. 200 units per volt (25% ·V-1) corresponding to
approx. 4 milimeters per volt. The variance measured 50mm from the obstacle was
circa 15 units per volt (50% ·V-1), which makes in this part of characteristics up to
20 milimeters per volt!
Fortunately, the area closer to the robot is more important and the error caused
by voltage fluctuation is comparable or even smaller than errors of different ori-
gins. Anyway, accurate and stable power supply is a good fundament of correct
measurements.
The next disturbance study was focused on measurement deviations caused by
the ambient light. The HSDL-9100 operates on peak wavelength of 940 nm [2] that
falls into the infrared part of electromagnetic spectrum. Together with relatively
high-power IR emitter this makes the sensor unit largely immune to the ambient
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light — no output variations induced by neither natural not artificial light have been
observed.
4.6 Overall result
The conclusion is that the sensor is practically usable to measure distance to objects
placed up to approximately 8 cm from the sensor and is thus well suited for the
robot soccer application. The measurement noise is distinct only in two of the eight
channels and should not influence general usability in a dramatic way.
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Chapter 5
Object finding algorithms
As already noted, the output of the ball sensor is formed by eight distance values.
On principle, there are two ways to process this kind of sensor data:
 algorithmic approach — development of an algorithm that would go through
the data and try to find a “hole” of the demanded object shape (e.g. a ball or
an other robot)
 artificial intelligence approach — train a “black box” to recognize and locate
the object among the sensor data without developing a special algorithm
The AI approach is simpler to develop, because it is not needed to develop the
algorithm itself — it is sufficient to choose an appropriate AI method and compile
the inputs and requested outputs.
Originally, there was an effort to find not only the ball position but also other
objects — the playground barrier or another robot — as the thesis submission
suggests. It has been however found that the real readings produced by the sensor
unit when the obstacle is a robot are very confusing and not usable for reliable
operation. Full attention has been consequently payed to the most important target
— the ball.
5.1 Neural network approach
One of the most simple to use yet powerful and flexible AI instruments is an artificial
neural network [9]. ANNs are often used in tasks varying from simple classification
or filtering to complex input processing (e.g. OCR). Neural networks can be divided
into two groups:
 static (feedforward) networks — nets that contain no feedback and no delay
elements — the output is computed from the current input only (i.e. statical
system)
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 dynamic networks — output depends on the current input as well as on pre-
vious inputs, outputs or states
Single neuron as the basic structural element works as a weighted sumator whose
result is fed to a activation function. Output (and consequently functional charac-
teristics) of the neuron is determined by the shape of this function. Neuron as
visualized on Figure 5.1 can be mathematically written as follows:
𝑦 = 𝑓
(︃
𝑏+
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1
𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖
)︃
(5.1)
The selection of the layer activation (transfer) functions denoted by 𝑓 is vital;
logarithmic and tangential sigmoid functions are commonly chosen for their easy
differentiability practical in the learning phase. However, with perspective of im-
plementing the network on a DSP platform these do not need to be the best choice
— more suitable seems to be saturating linear and purely linear functions that are
much more easy to implement.
The ANN selected to implement the ball-detecting mechanism is a layered feed-
forward network with one input, one hidden and one output layer (see Figure 5.2).
Neuron numbers in the input and output layers conform to the number of input and
output signals (eight inputs, two outputs). The number of the hidden layer neurons
has been determined experimentally to 20.
For the hidden layer, the symmetric saturating linear transfer function (satlins)
performed comparatively well as the sigmoidal functions and has been therefore
selected as the hidden layer transfer function. Due to the continuous character
of the output information (ball CoG coordinates), the purely linear output layer
transfer function (purelin) has been used.
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Fig. 5.2: Used feedforward ANN topology and its connection to rest of the system
5.1.1 MATLAB implementation
The whole ANN approach has been tested using MATLAB (an ideal tool for rapid
prototyping with nice support of the artificial neural networks). As the code snip-
pet below shows, the creation and initialization of a suitable neural network is in-
deed straightforward — the network object is firstly created by calling the function
network (called without any parameters to be easily readable).
1 %% Neural network init
2 net = network;
3
4 net.numInputs = 1;
5 net.inputs {1}. size = 8;
6
7 net.numLayers = 2;
8 net.layers {1}. size = 20;
9 net.layers {2}. size = 2;
Then the inputs (input layer) and other layers1 are set up and interconnected.
1MATLAB encapsulates output and hidden layers into one group — so that it is needed to
set numInputs = 1 and numLayers = 2 to create a network with one input, one hidden and one
output layer
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1 net.inputConnect (1) = 1;
2 net.layerConnect (2, 1) = 1;
3 net.outputConnect (2) = 1;
Chosen transfer functions are set individually for each layer using the network
property transferFcn. The parameters (weights and biases) of the network are then
initialized by function init according to algorithms set up by variable initFcn.
1 net.layers {1}. transferFcn = 'satlins ';
2 net.layers {2}. transferFcn = 'purelin ';
3
4 net.biasConnect = [1; 1];
5
6 net.initFcn = 'initlay ';
7 net.layers {1}. initFcn = 'initnw ';
8 net.layers {2}. initFcn = 'initnw ';
9
10 net = init(net);
The network has been created and initialized; the next step is to train it to act
up to our requests. The training data is a set of simulated ball sensor readings.
Specially written function getSensorData accepts four parameters: type of the
obstacle (1 for the ball), position of the obstacle ([x y phi]), noise level (0–1) and
estimated sensor range. The code snippet below shows the training data generator
— a rectangular field of view is covered by ball-shaped-obstacle readings in a grid
of 5mm. Three sets of data are prepared during this procedure: the target set T1,
ideal input set P1 and noised input set P1n.
1 % Ball positioned in a grid of 5 mm
2 sensorRange = 80;
3 i = 1;
4 for x = -30:5:30
5 for y = 25:5:80
6 T1(:, i) = [x y];
7 P1(:, i) = getSensorData (1, [x y 0], 0, sensorRange);
8 P1n(:, i) = getSensorData (1, [x y 0], 0.05, sensorRange);
9 P1n2(:, i) = getSensorData (1, [x y 0], 0.05, sensorRange);
10 i = i + 1;
11 end
12 end
The training itself is done by calling MATLAB built-in function train. Be-
havior of this function can be driven by choosing variable values enclosed in the
trainParam structure. The most important parameter is the trainFcn variable —
it determines the algorithm used to train the network. The selected value trainlm
means that the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm will be used (with
specified parameters: maximally 10000 epochs, 100 epochs between displays). The
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm assumes the network to have the mse (mean squared
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Fig. 5.3: Output of a network trained with not noised data
error) performance function, but it has been found out that the use of mae (mean
absolute error) gives better training results in this case.
1 net.performFcn = 'mae';
2
3 net.trainFcn = 'trainlm ';
4 net.trainParam.epochs = 10000;
5 net.trainParam.show = 100;
6 net.trainParam.goal = 0.2;
7
8 net = train(net , [P1 P1n], [T1 T1]);
When the network is trained, it can be used to process the simulated ball sensor
readings:
1 Y1 = sim(net , P1);
2 Y1n = sim(net , P1n);
3 Y1n2 = sim(net , P1n2);
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Fig. 5.4: Output of a network trained with both not noised and noised data
The script uses both noised and not noised data to train the network. It is very
important to train the network with noised data too as in the opposite case the
network gets overlearned very quickly. Figure 5.3 depicts the case when the network
has been trained using not noised data only, but used to process noised data too.
While the response to the ideal input data is nearly perfect, response to the noised
data set seems to be almost random. Training the network using both not noised
and noised data leads to significantly better results (see Figure 5.4).
5.1.2 C#.NET implementation
The neural ball detector was on real data at first tested as a part of the data visu-
alization tool described in Chapter 4 Distance sensor parameter identification. As
debugging of a desktop software is noticeably less demanding than of a microcon-
troller firmware, it is advantageous to test and tune developed algorithms initially
this way.
Because the neural network will be in C#.NET used in forward direction only
(the learning process is fully covered by the MATLAB scripts), the implementation
is very simple. It is wrapped to a static class NN that disposes of one public function
Sim — three needed basic operations are realized by private functions.
The first operation is matrix-vector multiplication that is used to compute the
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weighted sum of inputs of individual neurons. The resulting vector is item-wise
determined as scalar product of actual matrix row and the vector:
1 private static double [] Multiply(double[,] matrix , double [] vector)
2 {
3 double [] result = new double[matrix.GetLength (0)];
4
5 for (int i = 0; i < matrix.GetLength (0); i++)
6 {
7 result[i] = 0;
8
9 for (int j = 0; j < matrix.GetLength (1); j++) // scalar multiplication
10 result[i] += matrix[i, j] * vector[j];
11 }
12
13 return result;
14 }
To add bias values vector to the vector of temporary neuron values is dedicated
function Add performing vector addition:
1 private static double [] Add(double [] vector1 , double [] vector2)
2 {
3 double [] result = new double[vector1.Length ];
4
5 for (int i = 0; i < vector1.Length; i++)
6 result[i] = vector1[i] + vector2[i];
7
8 return result;
9 }
The last private function is implementation of the symmetric saturating linear
function (satlins in MATLAB). The limit values are set fixed to 1 / -1.
1 private static double [] SatLinS(double [] vector)
2 {
3 double [] result = new double[vector.Length ];
4
5 for (int i = 0; i < vector.Length; i++)
6 {
7 if (vector[i] > 1)
8 result[i] = 1;
9 else if (vector[i] < -1)
10 result[i] = -1;
11 else
12 result[i] = vector[i];
13 }
14
15 return result;
16 }
Public function Sim contains hard-wired sequence of helper functions calling.
Multiplication of propriate weight matrix and input vector followed by addition of
the bias vector is used during computation of both hidden and output layers. The
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hidden layer is additionally processed by the symmetric saturating linear function
while the output layer lacks any explicit processing — used linear function without
any saturation allows returning the weighted sums of the output layer untouched.
1 public static double [] Sim(double [] input)
2 {
3 double [] output = null;
4
5 try
6 {
7 // hidden layer computation
8 double [] hidden = Multiply(NNParams.IW , input);
9 hidden = Add(hidden , NNParams.B1);
10 hidden = SatLinS(hidden);
11
12 // output layer
13 output = Multiply(NNParams.LW , hidden);
14 output = Add(output , NNParams.B2);
15 // purelin on output
16 }
17 catch (Exception ex)
18 {
19 Console.Error.WriteLine(ex.ToString ());
20 }
21
22 return output;
23 }
Several options have been tried in the field of data linearization and neural
network learning. The first approach was to use the measurement generator to
populate neural network training sets — no linearization was needed because the
generator outputs distances directly in millimeters. Once the white board data
were available, they were used to gain linearization coefficients and the network
was subsequently trained using this linearization of the real ball data mentioned
in Section 4.3 Object surface type impact. However, the reflectivity of the ball
is dramatically different from the white board and the linearized readings did not
reflect real distances to the ball; the neural network was yet able to work with such
data and return the ball position very precisely.
Currently used procedure exploits real ball data to determine the linearization
coefficient so that the linearized readings agree with the real distance to the ball.
This brings the possibility to use the data also for the Hough transform without
any corrections. Instead of training the network with the real data, the simulated
measurement generator can be applied.
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5.2 Hough transform approach
Hough transform is a feature extraction algorithm patented by Paul Hough in 1962.
It transforms an image from its space (usually 2-dimensional) to a parameter space
of the detected objects. For example, when finding lines in an image using the
Hough transform, the results are peaks in a 2D parameter space given by concrete
parametric representation of the line.
The bare algorithm as shown in Algorithm 5.1 is relatively simple — key state-
ments are on lines 3 and 5. For each data point, a set of object instances covering
some part of the parameter space is generated (line 3); all instances must intersect
the data point. In the case of our example with lines, the set would be formed by
lines at different angles all going through the actual point.
The next step is the transformation itself: for each instance of the generated
objects, a corresponding point in the parameter space is found and its value is
incremented (line 5). At the end of the algorithm, points in the parameter space
whose value exceeds determined threshold are selected and returned — this finds
the most frequent combinations of parameters. Corresponding objects are then the
most distinctive ones in the image.
In the case of the ball detector, this already simple algorithm can be even more
simplified in order to prepare it for effective execution on a microcontroller. Firstly,
the detected object is a circle (in 2-dimensional distance data plane) with constant
diameter of 43mm — the parameter space then degenerates to a 2D plane formed
by the 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinate of the circle (and also the ball) center.
The next simplification also results from the constant shape of the ball — and its
goal is reduce the computational effort needed for generation of the object instances.
As Figure 5.5 depicts, the set of center positions (which the ball can occupy to
generate measured distance reading) is fairly limited — in fact it forms an arc.
Because the radius of this arc does not change, a static “stamp” can be pregenerated
and then easily applied for each data point to the parameter space.
Algorithm 5.1 Hough transform
1: 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒← 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠);
2: for 𝑝 = 1→ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠) do
3: 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠← 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠(𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠[𝑝]);
4: for 𝑖 = 1→ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠) do
5: 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒[𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠[𝑖])] + +;
6: end for
7: end for
8: 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠← 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠(𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒);
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Fig. 5.5: Three examples of ball (dotted orange) placement for the same distance
reading (solid red); the balls center area forms an arc (blurred orange)
5.2.1 MATLAB implementation
Similarly to the neural network, the Hough transform ball detector was first devel-
oped using the MATLAB environment.
The first part of the Hough transform detector script is generation of sensory
data — the process is same as in the case of the neural detector and will not be thus
reprinted here.
The stamp mentioned above is then generated in two steps — as Figure 5.6
shows, the stamp is formed by two areas of different intensity to reflect uncertainties
in real-world distance measurements.The first area is wide and low-intensity:
1 % low -intensity wide area
2 for phi = -90:1:90
3 fromX = limit(round(( ballDiameter /2-variance)/grid*sin(phi /180*pi) + ←˒
ballDiameter /2/ grid) + 1, 1, size(stamp , 1));
4 toX = limit(round (( ballDiameter /2+ variance)/grid*sin(phi /180* pi) + ←˒
ballDiameter /2/ grid) + 1, 1, size(stamp , 1));
5 fromY = limit(round(( ballDiameter /2-variance)/grid*cos(phi /180*pi)) + 1, 1, ←˒
size(stamp , 2));
6 toY = limit(round (( ballDiameter /2+ variance)/grid*cos(phi /180* pi)) + 1, 1, ←˒
size(stamp , 2));
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Fig. 5.6: Ball center stamp for Hough transform, grid 1mm
7 if fromX < toX
8 if fromY < toY
9 stamp(fromX:toX , fromY:toY) = 1;
10 else
11 stamp(fromX:toX , toY:fromY) = 1;
12 end
13 else
14 if fromY < toY
15 stamp(toX:fromX , fromY:toY) = 1;
16 else
17 stamp(toX:fromX , toY:fromY) = 1;
18 end
19 end
20 end
The core intense area is narrow:
1 % high -intensity narrow center line
2 for phi = -75:1:75
3 stamp(round(ballDiameter /2/ grid*sin(phi /180*pi) + ballDiameter /2/ grid) + 1, ←˒
round(ballDiameter /2/ grid*cos(phi /180*pi)) + 1) = 2;
4 end
The next step is already computation of the Hough transform. It has been found
that for the algorithm itself is often very difficult to discriminate “false positives”
(areas of the data forming a part of a ball-like circle due to factors other than a ball
— e.g. noised data or another robot in view). To alleviate these problems, a simple
segmentation working on the input data has been developed.
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At first, the parameter space is preallocated to speed up the computation and
the segmentation-related variables are initialized:
1 space = uint8(zeros(width/grid , length/grid));
2 segments = [1];
3 segmentLimits = [sensorRange 0];
4 lastY = sensorData (1);
5 Y = [sensorRange *10 sensorRange *10];
The segmentation algorithm consists of several conditions that are evaluated
before the stamp is applied for each data point. The first one on line 5 performs
the segmentation itself based maximal 𝑦 difference in position of two consequent
readings — a “gap” wider than 40mm is interpreted as a bound between segments.
The segment is also created on the transition between “infinite” and “non-infinite”
readings. The next two conditions on lines 10 and 13 find out the lower and upper
bounds in 𝑦 axis.
1 for j = 1:size(sensorData , 1)
2 % get the measured point
3 measX = width/2 + sensorPos(j) + sin(sensorAngle(j))*sensorData(j);
4 measY = sensorData(j);
5 if abs(lastY - measY) > 40 || (lastY >= sensorRange && measY < sensorRange) ←˒
|| (lastY < sensorRange && measY >= sensorRange)
6 segments(end+1) = j;
7 segmentLimits(end+1, :) = [sensorRange 0];
8 end
9 lastY = measY;
10 if segmentLimits(end , 1) > (measY - 20)
11 segmentLimits(end , 1) = measY - 20;
12 end
13 if segmentLimits(end , 2) < (measY + 20)
14 segmentLimits(end , 2) = measY + 20;
15 end
Last but not least, the segmentation algorithm skips the stamp application in
case that the data exceeds defined maximal range — it is clear that the ball is
somewhere else.
The stamp application is very easy — the script just goes through all cells of the
stamp and add the cell value to value of appropriate point in the parameter space:
1 % apply the stamp
2 for k = 1:size(stamp , 1)
3 for l = 1:size(stamp , 2)
4 space(round(measX/grid+k-size(stamp , 1)/2), round(measY/grid+l)) = ←˒
space(round(measX/grid+k-size(stamp , 1)/2), round(measY/grid+l))←˒
+ stamp(k, l);
5 end
6 end
7 end
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After all data points have been processed, the segments are evaluated. For each
segment, its bounds both in 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis are saved:
1 for j = 1:size(segments , 2)
2 % find start x index
3 startX = 1;
4 if segments(j) ~= 1
5 startX = ceil(sensorPos(segments(j))/grid + size(space , 1)/2);
6 end
7 % find end x index
8 stopX = size(space , 1);
9 if j ~= size(segments , 2)
10 stopX = ceil(sensorPos(segments(j+1))/grid + size(space , 1)/2);
11 end
12 startY = 1;
13 if segmentLimits(j, 1) > 0
14 startY = ceil(segmentLimits(j, 1) / grid);
15 end
16 stopY = size(space , 2);
17 if segmentLimits(j, 2) > 0 && segmentLimits(j, 2) < sensorRange
18 stopY = ceil(segmentLimits(j, 2) / grid);
19 end
MATLAB disposes of data-manipulation functions that greatly reduce the amount
of code the user has to produce. One of such functions is find that on line 1 helps to
search out points inside the segment where the parameter space has a peak. Because
there are usually more points with the same top value, mean value is taken. The
remaining terms on line 2 bias the mean position so that it holds the ball position
relatively to the center of the sensor unit. The third line finds globally minimal 𝑦
coordinate - this simple algorithm selects from all potential ball centers the one that
lies closest to the robot:
1 [x y] = find(space(startX:stopX , startY:stopY) == max(max(space(startX:stopX←˒
, startY:stopY))));
2 pos = ([mean(x) mean(y)] - [size(space , 1)/2 0])*grid + [startX*grid -2* grid ←˒
startY*grid -2* grid];
3 if Y(2) > pos (2)
4 Y = pos;
5 end
6 end
Figure 5.7 depicts output of the whole script described above in this section; the
ball is in simulation placed subsequently in a 5mm grid and the Hough transform
detector tries to determine its position. For distances up to 60mm the detector
works well both for not noised and noised data — although its noise immunity is
slightly worse than of the neural detector. On the other side, Hough transform is not
susceptible to complete degradation of ball position information in case of another
object in view of the sensor unit.
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Fig. 5.7: Hough transform ball detector output, grid 1mm
5.2.2 C#.NET implementation
The Hough transform based ball detector has been also implemented to the .NET
Visualizer to compare its results with the neural detector. Like the neural finder it
uses one file generated by a MATLAB script — it contains definition of the grid size
and the stamp saved as a two-dimensional integer array.
Only parts of code where the C# implementation differs from MATLAB will be
described. The most important one is the functional replacement of the MATLAB
function find combined with averaging of the peak points positions. It looks for
points with highest value and sums their position to accumulators accX and accY. At
the end it divides the accumulators by the number of found points and multiplies
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the result by the grid size to obtain ball position in millimeters; an empirically
determined number is subtracted from this value to achieve unbiased output.
1 int max = 0;
2 int accX = 0, accY = 0, num = 0;
3 for (int x = startX; x < stopX; x++)
4 {
5 for (int y = startY; y < stopY; y++)
6 {
7 if (space[x, y] > max)
8 {
9 max = space[x, y];
10 accX = 0;
11 accY = 0;
12 num = 0;
13 }
14 else if (space[x, y] < max)
15 continue;
16
17 accX += x - space.GetLength (0)/2;
18 accY += y;
19 num ++;
20 }
21 }
22
23 double meanX = (( double) accX) / num * HoughParams.Grid - 2 * HoughParams.Grid;
24 double meanY = (( double) accY) / num * HoughParams.Grid - 2 * HoughParams.Grid;
The C# version has only one more specificity — it does not return only position
from the “winner” segment but also other candidates (for debugging purposes). The
actual “winner” is inserted always to the front of the output position list so that the
caller can distinguish it.
1 if (output == null)
2 output = new List <double []>();
3
4 if (meanY < minY)
5 {
6 minY = meanY;
7 output.Insert(0, new double [] { meanX , meanY });
8 }
9 else
10 output.Add(new double [] { meanX , meanY });
5.3 Influence of input/output data averaging
Because the input data inevitably contain some level of noise, a brief study was held
to determine impact of different ways of data averaging. Moving average with two
or four samples long window was applied to input, output and both data. Table 5.1
summarizes the results of averaging on real data with the ball in a random position.
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Averaging Algorithm xmean [mm] ymean [mm] xvar [mm
2] yvar [mm
2]
No averaging
Neural 3.099 77.08 0.08460 0.6394
Hough -4.027 68.34 0.8153 0.4452
Input, 𝑛 = 2
Neural 3.100 77.08 0.01951 0.04456
Hough -4.333 68.46 0.05579 0.3371
Output, 𝑛 = 2
Neural 3.100 77.08 0.01944 0.04464
Hough -4.027 68.35 0.2845 0.08186
In&Out, 𝑛 = 2
Neural 3.100 77.08 0.01459 0.03205
Hough -4.333 68.46 0.03346 0.2264
Input, 𝑛 = 4
Neural 3.100 77.08 0.009854 0.02227
Hough -4.340 68.46 0.02167 0.3216
Output, 𝑛 = 4
Neural 3.100 77.08 0.009818 0.02229
Hough -4.027 68.35 0.1451 0.04209
In&Out, 𝑛 = 4
Neural 3.100 77.08 0.006680 0.01452
Hough -4.340 68.46 0.01094 0.1723
Tab. 5.1: Influence of input / output averaging
The table is divided to sections by the total number of averaging steps. Be-
cause moving average has been used, filtered results can be obtained with the same
frequency as the original data.
As Figure 5.8 shows, the distributions of output values differ for the algorithms
— it is clearly visible that the Hough transform is a discrete algorithm and the
output occupies only several positions. On the other hand, the neural network fill
the output area continuously, although it also creates some kind of structure.
Maximally averaged case is depicted on Figure 5.9. The output of the neural
network evokes a view on a 2-dimensional normal distribution plot. The Hough
transform output remains somehow discrete also for this high degree of averaging.
Table 5.1 also captures one partially predictable fact: due to its almost linear
nature, the impact of averaging on the neural network is very similar for input
and output while the result of Hough transform differs significantly. This can be
observed even on Figure A.8, Figure A.9 and Figure A.11, Figure A.12 where the
neural network output forms almost exactly the same structure and Hough transform
outputs differs again.
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Fig. 5.8: Output mean values and variances with no averaging
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Fig. 5.9: Output mean values and variances with averaging on input&output, 𝑛 = 4
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Chapter 6
Realization of the distance
measurement module
Main product of the thesis is physical realization of the module. It forms a compact
data-processing device with defined output interface that is independent on the rest
of the soccer robot.
The brain of the smart module is a Freescale Digital Signal Controller. It listens
to raw data coming from the sensor unit through SPI bus, converts it to distance
values using appropriate conversion characteristics and runs one of the ball finding
algorithms. The block scheme is shown on Figure 6.1.
6.1 Hardware of the module
As already noted, the module is built around a 16-bit Freescale DSC, concretely
a MC56F8013 device that is manufactured in 32-pin Low-profile Quad Flat Pack
(LQFP32) form factor [7]. As the name suggests, the device combines the powerful
DSP56800E digital signal processor core [4] with a variety of peripherals common to
microcontrollers [5]. It can execute the instructions up to 32MIPS at 32MHz core
frequency and disposes of 16KB program flash and 4KB RAM memories. Thanks
to on-chip oscillator, only a stabilized 3.3V supply and a few bypass capacitors are
needed by the microcontroller to run.
Both flash memory programming and on-chip debugging is possible using the
built-in JTAG/OnCE interface — Freescale supplies a simple parallel adapter (that
can be also easily built) as well as a USB adapter.
Schematics (Figure B.2) and PCB (Figure B.1) of the smart measurement module
are fairly simple — the microcontroller is the only active component.
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Fig. 6.1: Module connection to the sensor unit and the robot
6.2 Firmware equipment
To utilize the computational power of the digital signal processor a suitably written
firmware is needed. Freescale supplies free version of a full-featured development
environment called CodeWarrior that is limited only in size of the compiled code.
It is possible to use either C/C++ or DSP56800E assembly languages. The C/C++
language extension supported by the compiler allows even to include chunks of
assembler code inside the C/C++ code. This approach combines advantages of both
languages — C/C++ allows to hold the program structure and keep the sources in
an easily readable form, whereas critical parts of the firmware can be written in the
assembly language.
Firmware equipment of the smart sensor module follows the principles mentioned
above. Modern C/C++ compilers already produce close-to-optimal code so that the
places in code where the assembler really helps are essentially reduced to efficient
implementations of power-demanding algorithms as the following sections show.
Rapid development on the Freescale DSC platform is supported by several op-
tional tools supplied by the manufacturer. One of them is the Quick Start tool
[6] that provides a simple graphical way to set up various peripherals of the DSC
that is integrated to the CodeWarrior IDE. The tools is supplemented by a library
wrapping almost all access to the hardware to a uniform structure of system calls;
intelligible and complete documentation is provided in [6].
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6.2.1 Communication with the sensor unit
The smart module acts as a slave in terms of the SPI communication. Data re-
ception is handled fully by the interrupt service routines (ISRs); the this approach
leaves almost all burden of the communication on the SPI peripheral, frees the main
program loop from polling for new data and guarantees well-timed reactions1 at the
same time.
A few global variables are defined to enable data buffering and buffered reading
from the main program loop. Variable rawData forms a buffer that can hold two
sets of 16-bit raw sensor readings — there are two “pointers”, writeIndex and
readIndex, that determine the set where the data should be written to or read
from. The mechanism of the buffer that also uses flags defined on line 3 will be in
detail described below.
1 volatile unsigned short rawData [2][ SENS];
2 volatile int dataNum = 0, writeIndex = 0, readIndex = 0;
3 volatile bool newData = false , dataRead = false;
The interrupt service routine is defined as any other function and marked by
preprocessor directive #pragma interrupt. To include the ISR address to the global
interrupt vector defined in vector.c, one has to define macro INT_VECTOR_ADDR_XX
where XX is number of the interrupt. This is done by the Quick Start tool in
generated header file appconfig.h:
1 #define INT_VECTOR_ADDR_26 SPI_Rx_ISR
2 #define INT_PRIORITY_LEVEL_26 INTC_LEVEL0
The interrupt handler begins with error detection and appropriate reactions:
1 #pragma interrupt
2 void SPI_Rx_ISR(void)
3 {
4 UWord16 data;
5
6 // first handle possible errors
7 if (ioctl(SPI , SPI_GET_ERROR , NULL))
8 {
9 // error occurred
10 if (ioctl(SPI , SPI_GET_RX_OVERFLOW , NULL))
11 {
12 // clear the ovf flag by reading the data register
13 data = ioctl(SPI , SPI_READ_DATA , NULL);
14 dataNum = 0;
15 }
16 else
17 {
1Because the SPI receive register can hold only one received data word, it is important to read
it as soon as possible to prevent an overflow condition.
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18 // mode fault error
19 ioctl(SPI , SPI_CLEAR_MODE_FAULT , NULL);
20 dataNum = 0;
21 }
22
23 return;
24 }
If there is no error, the SPI data register can be read; for debugging purposes all
received data are placed back to the bus (line 2). The handling of the first data byte
is different than of the others — the first one should be a zero byte a it is needed
to drop the data until a zero byte is found. In such case the dataNum variable is
incremented:
1 data = ioctl(SPI , SPI_READ_DATA , NULL);
2 ioctl(SPI , SPI_WRITE_DATA , data);
3
4 if (dataNum == 0)
5 {
6 // wait for the first synchronization zero -byte
7 if (data == 0)
8 dataNum ++;
9
10 return;
11 }
As already denoted above, the absence of the SPI Slave Select signal causes
that in some cases the slave device (the smart module) does not synchronize to the
SPI signal correctly — it does not recognize the first bit of each byte and the data
are therefore bit-shifted. To detect this bit-shifting, a simple method was exploited:
from Figure 3.4 is apparent that all data bytes are marked by the LSB set to 1; when
the LSB contains 0, the system recognizes wrong synchronization. The problems
with synchronization could be systematically avoided by adding the SS signal to the
SPI signals outputted by the sensor unit.
1 if ((data & 0x0001) == 0x0000) // bad data - moved bits
2 ioctl(LED_PORT , GPIO_SET_PIN , LED2);
3 else
4 ioctl(LED_PORT , GPIO_CLEAR_PIN , LED2);
All data bytes are put into the rawData buffer — to the data set determined by
writeIndex. To form the original 12-bit word, the data are bit-shifted and summed:
1 if (( dataNum % 2) > 0) // even data byte (zero -based order)
2 rawData[writeIndex ][( dataNum -1)/2] = ((data >> 1) & 0x1F) << 7;
3 else
4 rawData[writeIndex ][( dataNum -2)/2] += (data >> 1) & 0x7F;
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When the dataNum reaches double of sensor count (it is zero-based), the buffer
logic turns on. In the case that the previous data have been already read, readIndex
gets value of writeIndex and writeIndex gets a new value (because there are only
two sets, its value is 0 and 1 in turns). In any case the newData flag is set and the
dataNum counter is reset to zero.
1 if (dataNum >= SENS *2)
2 {
3 if (dataRead) // the data in the other buffer have already been read
4 {
5 readIndex = writeIndex;
6 writeIndex = (writeIndex + 1) % 2;
7 dataRead = false;
8 }
9
10 newData = true;
11 dataNum = 0;
12 }
13 else
14 dataNum ++;
15 }
This approach ensures integrity of the data set that should be read by the main
loop2 and places newest possible data in the other data set.
6.2.2 Power function approximation
Useful (uniquely invertible) part of the functional relation between distance and
output voltage shown at Figure 3.2 is best modellable using a power function. The
process of power function parameters identifications was shown in Section 4.4 Lin-
earization and is not implemented outside the MATLAB environment — only the
forward direction is needed in the production environment.
There are several possibilities how to implement a function approximation:
 Look-up table (LUT) — one of the most common ways. The function is eval-
uated for a chosen range of input parameters in sufficient number of points.
The output is then determined by choosing a value from the table correspond-
ing to a point closest to actual input. The output can be also computed as
an interpolation of more values — it can improve the accuracy but also slows
down the calculation. The method is very fast but memory demanding.
 Splines — a spline is a piecewise-polynomial real function; mostly used are
cubic splines (i.e. splines built by polynomials of order 3) for their continuous
2The SPI receive interrupt can occur virtually in any phase of the main loop and it could have
rewritten any part of the data if there was only one data set
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first and second derivatives. This allows to construct smooth curve approxi-
mations.
 Neural network — the ANN can also be used as a function approximator.
With a set of operations easily runnable on a DSP, a big group of functions
can be approximed. This method is not as fast as the LUT approach, but
imposes much lower requirements on memory.
 Function-specific — some functions can be easily approximed using various
“hacks” that exploit specifics of either hardware or software means.
The power function approximation used herein follows the last pattern. The prin-
ciple is based on exponential function approximation using double-precision floating-
point number format bit manipulation described in [12]. The power function can be
approximed in a similar way [1], because of the following equation:
𝑎𝑏 = 𝑒(𝑙𝑛(𝑎
𝑏)) (6.1)
which can be modified to eliminate the 𝑎𝑏 term on the right side:
𝑎𝑏 = 𝑒(𝑙𝑛(𝑎)·𝑏) (6.2)
The implementation on Freescale DSC has several specifics. First of all, the
C/C++ compiler does not know the double-precision floats — even when defined
as double, the variable is still a 32-bit single-precision number. Similarly, maximal
length of integers is 32 bits too.
The float data type accordant with IEEE 754 standard is visualized bit-wise on
Figure 6.2 and the value stored in it can be computed using the following relation:
𝑣 = (−1)𝑠 · (1.𝑚−1𝑚−2 . . .𝑚−23)2 · 2(𝑒−127) (6.3)
where 𝑠 means the sign bit, 𝑒 means the exponent part — subtracted number 127
is exponent bias. Term 𝑚−𝑖 is 𝑖-th bit of the mantissa in order from the most signif-
icant to the least significant bits; together with the prepended "1." forms a decimal
number in binary representation.
031
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sign exponent mantissa
Fig. 6.2: Single-precision floating-point number bit structure
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The approach described in [12] and [1] uses direct access to the bits of a float
number (done through an explicit type conversion to int * of a float number
pointer). The exponential function approximation can be written as follows:
1 float expApprox(float a)
2 {
3 Int32 tmp = (Int32) (12102203 * a + (1065353216 - 60801));
4 float e = 0.0;
5 *(( Int32 *) &e) = tmp;
6 return e;
7 }
The algorithms simply assembles the bit value of the float number and injects it to
the address location given by &e. The decimal constant values used in initialization
of the variable tmp have the following meanings:
 12102203 is the result of division 8388608/𝑙𝑛(2), where 8388608 equals the
position of the lowest bit of exponent (in binary representation the number
reads as 100000000000000000000000, one and 23 zeros) — it was necessary
to modify this constant from value stated in [12] to reflect different format of
the float data type
 1065353216 is 111111100000000000000000000000 in binary, 7 ones and 23
zeros; it embodies exponent bias
 60801 is an adjustment parameter that influences accuracy of the approxima-
tion in different areas of input space
As logarithmic function is an inverse function to the exponential function, its
approximation can be derived by reversing the order of operation used in expApprox.
By fusing these two approximations into a form given by Equation 6.2, one can
implement the power function approximation:
1 float powApprox(float a, float b)
2 {
3 Int32 tmp = *(( Int32 *) &a);
4 Int32 tmp2 = (Int32) (b * (tmp - 1065292415) + 1065292415);
5 float p = 0.0;
6 *(( Int32 *) &p) = tmp2;
7 return p;
8 }
Decimal number 1065292415 is nothing else than the result of subtraction of
two numbers explained in the text above: 1065353216− 60801 (but it is more than
probable that the preprocessor would do this operation for us).
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Fig. 6.3: Power functions execution time comparison (green line)
This approximation of the power function has been tested and embodies 20.8
times faster execution than function pow from the standard library while maintaining
reasonable accuracy.
6.2.3 Raw readings linearization
Similarly to function Convert introduced in Section 4.4 Linearization, the lineariza-
tion algorithm first clips the data to the requested interval — this time the upper
boundary is not set to spare machine time (it is not necessary thanks to the power
function course). After that, the power function approximation is used to compute
the value of distance in millimeters according to Equation 4.1. The output upper
limitation is required — the detectors are not ready to accept distances greater than
MAX_RANGE.
1 if (newData)
2 {
3 newData = false;
4
5 // first , clip and linearize the data
6 for (i = 0; i < SENS; i++)
7 {
8 if (rawData[readIndex ][i] < 1) rawData[readIndex ][i] = 1; // don't want ←˒
sub -one values
9
10 data[i] = (unsigned short) ((( float) coeffs1[i]) * powApprox(rawData[←˒
readIndex ][i], coeffs2[i]));
11 if (data[i] > MAX_RANGE) data[i] = MAX_RANGE; // more than MAX_RANGE mm ←˒
is inf
12 }
After this, dataRead flag is set to acknowledge that the buffer can be used for
new data. Ball detector algorithms are then called using linearized data in the data
array.
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6.2.4 Neural detector implementation
Alike the implementation in the C#.NET environment, it was needed to implement
a minimal feed-forward neural network for the Freescale DSC that would follow
the same principles described in Subsection 5.1.2 C#.NET implementation. To
enable real-time data processing, first priority target of the DSC implementation
was execution speed; the aim of processing at full frequency of 1250Hz could be
accomplished only by using the powerful hardware-supported fractional arithmetics.
The only part of the neural network algorithm written in assembler is the func-
tion scalarMultiply that handles fast scalar multiplication of two Frac16 vectors.
In this calculation is advantageously used the MAC (Multiply and ACcumulate) in-
struction of the 56F800E core. In single clock cycle it multiplies two 16-bit numbers
in registers and adds the result to the accumulator; in parallel, it can load new
values from the memory to the registers and increment address pointers. In func-
tion scalarMultiply, registers Y1 and X0 are used for data storage and R0 and R3
are used for data addressing; length of the vectors len is passed to the function in
register Y0 and is used as loop count for the hardware looping:
1 asm Frac16 scalarMultiply(unsigned char len , Frac16 *vec1 , Frac16 *vec2)
2 {
3 // R2 and R3 contains vec1 and vec2 addresses , Y0 contains len
4 // transfer R2 -> R0
5 tfra R2 ,R0
6 // R0, R3 used for indirect addressing , postinc; X: means data memory
7 // parallel load R0 -> Y1 , R3 -> X0
8 move.w X:(R0)+,Y1 X:(R3)+,X0
9 clr A
10
11 // HW loop , Y0 is length
12 rep Y0
13 // MAC: A += Y1 * X0, parallel loads
14 mac Y1 ,X0,A X:(R0)+,Y1 X:(R3)+,X0
15
16 // result from accumulator A -> Y0, saturate result
17 move.w A,Y0
18 // return
19 rts
20 }
The first step before the microcontroller starts to process incoming data is the
neural network initialization. The only reason is to scale the weight matrices and
bias vectors exported from the network trained in MATLAB environment to the
range of < −1; 1− 2−15 >, which is the range of the Frac16 data type. The scaling
factor NN_SCALE is determined also by a MATLAB script. The second bias vector
is scaled by NN_SCALE*2 as it is being added to values subsequently multiplied with
two scaled matrices.
When using addition operations on fixed-point arithmetics, accumulator overflow
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is an issue that must be handled. The DSP56800E core disposes of four accumulator
extension bits that make the accumulator 36 bits long3 — the user does not have to
check the overflow status bits after each vulnerable operation and spares valuable
clock cycles. The result value is then automatically saturated when the value is
transferred from the accumulator to a 16-bit location (line 17 in previous code
excerpt). The potential loss of information caused by the saturation is not a problem
in this case because the result is even more saturated by the symmetric saturated
linear function described below.
1 // IW
2 for (i = 0; i < NN_HIDDEN; i++)
3 {
4 for (j = 0; j < NN_INPUTS; j++)
5 nnIW[i][j] = FRAC16(iw[i][j] / (1 << NN_SCALE));
6 }
The computation of the feed-forward neural network is very simple and is done
by a single function nnSim4. This function first carries out the matrix multiplication
between the input weight matrix IW and the input vector labeled concisely input.
The result is stored in a Frac16 array hidden that first holds the input and at the
output value of the hidden layer neurons.
1 void nnSim(Frac16 *input , Frac16 *output)
2 {
3 int i;
4
5 // hidden layer computation
6 // multiply IW matrix with inputs
7 for (i = 0; i < NN_HIDDEN; i++)
8 hidden[i] = scalarMultiply(NN_INPUTS , nnIW[i], input);
Next, biases are added to the hidden layer values:
1 // add biases
2 for (i = 0; i < NN_HIDDEN; i++)
3 hidden[i] = hidden[i] + nnB1[i];
The processing of the hidden layer is finished by applying the symmetric satu-
rating linear function to the values in array hidden. As the angular coefficient of
the linear part of the function is 1, the output is get only by saturating the values.
The saturation value stored in a global variable named limit that is initialized to
3The range of the extended accumulator is < −16; 16− 2−31 >.
4There was an attempt to make the code cleaner and to refactor the functionality to sepa-
rate functions that performed matrix-vector multiplication, vector addition and saturated linear
function; however, the CodeWarrior ’s C compiler was unable to produce functional machine code.
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value given by
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 =
1
2𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒
(6.4)
This assures the same functionality on the scaled data that would have the
original function satlins (with 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 1) on non-scaled data.
1 // saturated linear function
2 for (i = 0; i < NN_HIDDEN; i++)
3 {
4 if (hidden[i] > limit)
5 hidden[i] = limit;
6 else if (hidden[i] < -limit)
7 hidden[i] = -limit;
8 // else leave original value
9 }
The output layer computation is very similar and even simpler thanks to the fact
that purely linear transfer functions is used.
1 // output layer
2 // multiply LW matrix with hidden layer
3 for (i = 0; i < NN_OUTPUTS; i++)
4 output[i] = scalarMultiply(NN_HIDDEN , nnLW[i], hidden);
5 // add biases
6 for (i = 0; i < NN_OUTPUTS; i++)
7 output[i] = output[i] + nnB2[i];
8 // purelin on output , do nothing
9 }
The function nnSim does not return any result because the output data are
written directly to the buffer referenced by the output pointer. But before the
function gets called, the input data array of type Frac16 has to be filled up with
scaled distance readings outputted by the algorithm described in Subsection 6.2.3
Raw readings linearization. The neural network is trained using data scaled to the
range < 0; 1 > with 1 being 80mm so that the range is implementable on the DSC
platform.
There is a macro FRAC16 defined in types.h for converting floating-point num-
bers to the 16-bit fixed-point representation that does nothing more than saturation
and multiplying the value by 0x8000:
1 #define FRAC16(x) (( Frac16)((x) < 0.999969482421875 ? ((x) >= -1 ? (x)*0x8000 : ←˒
0x8000) : 0x7FFF))
However, to use this macro one would have to induce a floating-point value as
the result of scaling to the needed range. This would be highly inefficient; a custom
conversion routine is used instead. The Frac16 scaling factor 0x8000 is divided by
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the maximal sensor range5 and the scaling then done just by fast integer multiplying
of the new coefficient and the sensor reading:
1 nnInput[i] = (Frac16) (data[i] * (0x8000 / MAX_RANGE)); // scale the data for ←˒
the ANN
With the array nnInput filled with scaled reading, the function nnSim can be
executed. The output is written to the two-item Frac16 array passed as the second
parameter. Values stored in this array are then scaled back using bit shifting —
because the scale is chosen as a multiple of two, used scale-back factor can be
determined simply by subtracting the number 15 (representing bit position of the
MSB in Frac16 data type) by doubled value of NN_SCALE.
The serial protocol used to transfer the network output to higher-level systems
is fairly simple. To distinguish start of the “frame”, zero byte is first placed to the
serial port transmission buffer. Because of the bias of 127 added to the coordinate
values the probability of more zeros in the frame is negligible. Biased coordinates
are written to the buffer too. The transmission is interrupt-driven — its source code
is a part of the Quick Start helper libraries — and runs at 57600 kbaud.
1 nnSim(nnInput , nnOutput);
2 x = (SCI0CHAR) (nnOutput [0] >> (15-( NN_SCALE *2))) + 127; // bias the values
3 y = (SCI0CHAR) (nnOutput [1] >> (15-( NN_SCALE *2))) + 127;
4 write(SCI , BUFFERED , (const SCI0CHAR *) &zero , 1); // leading zero char
5 write(SCI , BUFFERED , (const SCI0CHAR *) &x, 1);
6 write(SCI , BUFFERED , (const SCI0CHAR *) &y, 1);
As Figure 6.4 shows, it takes approximately 102µs to process the data through
the neural network with 20 hidden neurons.
6.2.5 Hough transform finder implementation
The Hough transform ball finder algorithm is for the DSC implemented similarly
to the C#.NET approach described in Subsection 5.2.2 C#.NET implementation.
However, to speed up the calculation, only fixed-point arithmetics are used. The
other huge difference is that minimally 4mm grid has to be used so that the data
structures needed by the algorithm fit into the 4kB RAM of the MC56F8013 device.
The contrast of a 4mm-grid stamp shown on Figure 6.5 in comparison to the 1mm-
grid stamp on Figure 5.6 is obvious. Figure A.6 depicts what result does this rough
grid produce. Unfortunately, a device with notably bigger data RAM would have
to be deployed to alleviate this issue.
The algorithm uses two header files generated by MATLAB script houghball.m;
header file hough-params.h contains preprocessor macros defining the grid size,
5The result is computed by the preprocessor when code optimization is switched on.
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Fig. 6.4: Neural network execution time: 102µs
computed proportions of the parameter space and stamp size. The stamp is exported
to file hough-data.h. Several global variables are defined in the main file hough.c
— variable space is the troublemaker that is responsible for finer grids not fitting
into the RAM6.
1 int sensorPos [] = { -23, -20, -12, -4, 4, 12, 20, 23 };
2 int sensorAngleSin [] = { -34, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 34 }; // * 100
3 int space[H_WIDTH ][ H_LENGTH ];
4
5 int segmentNum = 0;
6 int segments[SENS];
7 int segmentLimitsL[SENS];
8 int segmentLimitsH[SENS];
Functionality of the Hough transform ball finder is realized through single func-
tion houghProcess. It accepts three parameters: unsigned integer array of distance
readings in millimeters input, integer array output where the position of the ball will
be stored and self-explaining sensorRange defined in millimeters. Global variable
space is first cleared using the standard function memset defined in <string.h>.
1 houghProcess(unsigned short *input , int *output , int sensorRange)
2 {
3 int lastY , minY , startX , stopX , startY , stopY , max , accX , accY , meanX , meanY;
4 int num , i, j, k, x, y;
5
6 // clear the space
7 memset (&space , 0, sizeof(space ));
6The space size computed by the MATLAB script for 1mm grid is 150× 108 = 16200 words!
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Fig. 6.5: Ball center stamp for Hough transform, grid 4mm
The segmentation algorithm uses global variables initialized to default values:
1 // init segments
2 segmentNum = 1;
3 segments[segmentNum -1] = 0;
4 segmentLimitsL[segmentNum -1] = sensorRange;
5 segmentLimitsH[segmentNum -1] = 0;
6 lastY = (int) input[SENS -1]; // reversed order of accessing inputs
The distance measurements are processed analogically to principles described
in preceding chapters. There are however some simplifications that speed up the
execution — as noted, only integer arithmetics are used.
1 for (i = 0; i < SENS; i++)
2 {
3 // get the measured point
4 int measX = H_WIDTH*H_GRID / 2 + sensorPos[i] + ((int) (input[SENS -1-i] ←˒
* sensorAngleSin[i]) / 100);
5 int measY = (int) input[SENS -1-i];
The segmentation itself is functionally equivalent to MATLAB and C#.NET —
it only has to impeach limitations of the C language (statically defined arrays etc.).
1 // check for a new segment
2 if (abs(lastY - measY) > 40 || (lastY >= sensorRange && measY < ←˒
sensorRange) || (lastY < sensorRange && measY >= sensorRange))
3 {
4 segmentNum ++;
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5 segments[segmentNum -1] = i;
6 segmentLimitsL[segmentNum -1] = sensorRange;
7 segmentLimitsH[segmentNum -1] = 0;
8 }
9 lastY = measY;
10 if (segmentLimitsL[segmentNum -1] > (measY - 20))
11 segmentLimitsL[segmentNum -1] = measY - 20;
12 if (segmentLimitsH[segmentNum -1] < (measY + 20))
13 segmentLimitsH[segmentNum -1] = measY + 20;
14
15 if (input[SENS -1-i] >= sensorRange)
16 continue;
Stamp application is the last step in each sensor reading iteration. The stamp
is added to the initially zeroed parameter space in a position given by measX and
measY.
1 // apply the stamp
2 for (j = 0; j < H_STAMP_W; j++)
3 for (k = 0; k < H_STAMP_H; k++)
4 space[measX/H_GRID+j-H_STAMP_W /2][ measY/H_GRID+k] += stamp[j][k];
5 }
After all sensor data are processed, the evaluation begins. For each found data
segment, bounding indexes are determined — this step helps to reduce the area of
the parameter space where the peak values will be looked for.
1 // find local maximum for each segment and return the nearest
2 minY = 10000; // large enough ...
3 for (j = 0; j < segmentNum; j++)
4 {
5 // find start x index
6 startX = 0;
7 if (segments[j] != 0)
8 startX = (sensorPos[segments[j]-1] + sensorPos[segments[j]]) / 2 / ←˒
H_GRID + H_WIDTH /2;
9 // find end x index
10 stopX = H_WIDTH;
11 if (j != segmentNum -1)
12 stopX = (sensorPos[segments[j+1]-1] + sensorPos[segments[j+1]]) / 2 ←˒
/ H_GRID + H_WIDTH /2;
13 // find start y index
14 startY = 0;
15 if (segmentLimitsL[j] > 0)
16 startY = segmentLimitsL[j] / H_GRID;
17 // find end y index
18 stopY = H_LENGTH;
19 if (segmentLimitsH[j] > 0 && segmentLimitsH[j] < sensorRange)
20 stopY = segmentLimitsH[j] / H_GRID;
The accumulating algorithm that replaces MATLAB built-in function find was
described in Subsection 5.2.2 C#.NET implementation — the DSC implementation
is identical and will not be reprinted here. The function stores the computed ball
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Fig. 6.6: Hough transform execution frequency
center of gravity coordinates to the output array every time it finds that the 𝑦
coordinate is smaller than the actual minimum minY; at the same time it overwrites
minY with the new minimal 𝑦 value.
1 if (meanY < minY)
2 {
3 minY = meanY;
4 output [0] = meanX;
5 output [1] = meanY;
6 }
Function houghProcess is executed from the main program loop using data
array filled with linearized and saturated sensor readings as input. The output array
is defined locally in function main as a two-item integer array and the sensorRange
parameter is filled with value defined by macro MAX_RANGE. Determined position of
the ball is expressed directly in millimeters and biased coordinates can be placed to
the transmit buffer using the same zero-leading protocol as the neural finder does.
1 houghProcess(data , hOut , MAX_RANGE);
2 x = (SCI0CHAR) hOut [0] + 127; // bias the values
3 y = (SCI0CHAR) hOut [1] + 127;
4 write(SCI , BUFFERED , (const SCI0CHAR *) &zero , 1); // leading zero char
5 write(SCI , BUFFERED , (const SCI0CHAR *) &x, 1);
6 write(SCI , BUFFERED , (const SCI0CHAR *) &y, 1);
Execution of the Hough transform is even with all described simplifications sig-
nificantly slower than of the neural network. The result can be obtained for every
fourth input data set — see Figure 6.6.
6.3 Functional evaluation
To examine qualities of both DSC implementations, the C#.NET visualizing tool
has been extended to display also the output of the smart distance measurement
module. The SPI bus can be shared among the sensor unit, smart module and the
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(a) Left corner (b) Right corner
Fig. 6.7: Ball finders functionality in corners of view
SPI→USB converter, which enables displaying both raw and processed data and
comparing outputs of the C#.NET and DSC implementations of ball finders.
The neural network approach is a ultra fast method that computes the ball
position very accurately — but only when there is no other object in the view of the
distance sensor unit. Low robustness to disturbances other than noise is inherent,
given by the functional principle of the layered feed-forward network. It is trained
to find center of a “hole” in the input data — and it finds it no matter how the “hole”
is fragmented or shaped. Figure 6.8b captures one of such cases — on the contrary
to Figure 6.8a, the leftmost sensor reading is shorter due to an object other than
the ball and the NN output is completely wrong.
Although radically simplified and roughed (4mm grid), the Hough transform ball
finder implementation is a great surprise. Not only it preserves the robustness of
the 1mm-grid version — its accuracy is comparable to the finer one!
Table 6.1 summarizes the most important parameters of the two ball-finding
approaches. It is obvious that the Hough finder is many times slower than the neural
detector. Its noise immunity also slightly lower (see Table 5.1 for detailed numbers)
but its robustness is overwhelming. To make the neural finder more robust, some
kind of distance readings preprocessor collaborating with the master vision system
would be appropriate.
The functionality could however not be tested as an extension module of the new-
generation soccer robot — the platform was still being developed and assembled at
the time of writing this thesis.
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(a) Good agreement (b) NN failure
Fig. 6.8: Hough finder DSC implementation (blue circle)
Algorithm Execution time Noise immunity Robustness
Neural network 102µs High Very low
Hough transform 3076µs Medium High
Tab. 6.1: Ball finding algorithms comparison
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to develop a smart measurement module that would
receive raw distance readings outputted by the optical distance sensor unit and
extract useful features from it. Single feature that was currently needed is the
position of the ball relatively to the robot.
Two distinct methods were used to satisfy the demand. A neural network has
been employed to examine performance of artificial intelligence methods on problems
of this class. It has been found that the neural network in the role of the ball finder
performs very well as long as the ball is the only object in the view of the sensor
unit. In other cases however, bad results were predicted; the performance could
be improved by using some kind of preprocessing — e.g. masking out channels
containing misleading data.
The other approach utilizes a simplified Hough transform, a conventional image-
processing tool. Because the “image” is in this case reduced to eight points and
the searched object has fixed size, several modifications have been developed to
speed-up its execution. The most important one is the reduction of parameter space
generation to simple “stamp” application. Fast segmentation working in input space
was employed.
Used methods were first implemented using the MATLAB environment and then
rewritten for a C#.NET application that served for real data gathering and test-
ing purposes. Finally, DSP implementation was developed using algorithms conve-
niently debugged in the C#.NET code.
To mitigate measurement noise, a number of filtering techniques can be utilized
on input, output or both input and output data. A brief study of the simplest filter
— moving average — was carried out and evaluated. It must be then verified on
the real system, which level of averaging brings the best proportion between noise
rejection and dynamics preservation.
The circuitry of the module has been designed and built, first of all as a pre-
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prototype using bread board for quick assembly. The prototype has been already
designed to be used as a part of the new-generation soccer robot extension system.
Real testing of the cooperation with the robot hardware and software was unfor-
tunately not feasible because the platform was still in development at the time of
writing this thesis.
All requirements of the submission (except the verification of interoperability)
have been successfully met and the resulting module is fully functional. Developing
the smart measurement module brought to me an opportunity to learn the complete
development process beginning with the problem identification and finishing with a
functional device.
Future extensions of this work can be seen in several areas. The first one will
be most probably the integration with the robot platform. On the base of results
obtained within module utilization in a real application (e.g. a semi-autonomous
ball-holding controller), proposed data processing methods can be then modified or
augmented to provide demanded functionality.
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List of symbols, physical constants
and abbreviations
ADC Analog to Digital Converter
AI Artificial Intelligence
ANN Artificial Neural Network
CoG Center of Gravity
DSC Digital Signal Controller, a family of Freescale’s microcontrollers with a
powerful signal processor core
DSP Digital Signal Processor
FIRA Federation of International Robosoccer Association
IR InfraRed
IRC Incremental Rotary enCoder
JTAG Joint Test Action Group
LED Light Emitting Diode
Li-ion Lithium-ion
Li-Pol Lithium-ion Polymer
MAC Multiply and ACcumulate
NN Neural Network
OnCE Enhanced On-Chip Emulation
PCB Printed Circuit Board
SPI Serial Peripheral Interface
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